ABSTRACT. Generic reducing fields of Jordan pairs, generalizing at the same time generic splitting fields of associative algebras and generic zero fields of quadratic forms, are intrinsically defined and constructed.
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Max Koecher zur Vollendung des 60. Lebensjahres qewidmet ABSTRACT. Generic reducing fields of Jordan pairs, generalizing at the same time generic splitting fields of associative algebras and generic zero fields of quadratic forms, are intrinsically defined and constructed.
The most elementary properties are derived, and the relationship with other generic constructions, particularly those linked to Brauer-Severi varieties, are investigated. As an application it is shown that there exist nonisomorphic exceptional Jordan division algebras having the same splitting fields.
After their first, though somewhat implicit, appearance in a paper by Witt [28] , generic splitting fields of algebraic structures received extensive treatment in the setting of associative algebras by Amitsur [1] and Roquette [23, 24] . Having been investigated further by Ferrar [5] for composition algebras and Knebusch [11, 12] for quadratic forms, the latter's point of view leading to new perspectives in the associative theory pursued by Heuser [7] , Kovacs [13] , and Saltman [25] , Jacobson [8] , appealing to the theory of Jordan algebras, recently made contributions along these lines to associative algebras with involution.
In the present paper, we go one step further and propose the theory of Jordan pairs as a general framework where a fair amount of the material mentioned above may be recovered in a unified fashion. It goes without saying that the sole justification of such an approach lies in a treatment which is intrinsic, i.e., which does not require the classification of finite-dimensional simple Jordan pairs. This is accomplished here while, at the same time, keeping the amount of "abstract" Jordan pair theory to comparatively modest proportions.
Among the various peculiarities which are typical for the point of view adopted here, the following is particularly important: In dealing with finite-dimensional Jordan structures, one has to distinguish carefully between the property of being reduced as compared to the one of being split. In fact, the former notion obviously being the more elementary of the two, it is clear that a first thrust into the subject must concern itself with reducing fields rather than splitting fields of Jordan pairs.
As a rule, all generic splitting fields known to date may conveniently be interpreted as rational function fields of appropriate algebraic varieties. The present paper provides no exceptions. In fact, we find it convenient to deduce a number of properties for generic reducing fields by making use of this interpretation, blaming everything on elementary results from algebraic geometry. To be more explicit, after having derived the most elementary properties in §2, we construct two classes of generic reducing fields, the first one being related, in the manner described above, to varieties of rank-one elements ( §3), the second one to generic norm surfaces ( §4). Specific examples are discussed in §5. In particular, we relate the generic reducing fields constructed before to generic zero fields of quadratic forms and generic splitting fields of associative algebras, with or without involution, most notably those attached to Brauer-Severi varieties. The paper concludes with an application to exceptional simple Jordan algebras arising from the first Tits construction (Theorem 6.1).
During the preparation of this work, the author benefited immensely from numerous conversations, accumulating over the years, he had with Professor J. C. Ferrar. To him he would like to express his sincere gratitude. It may be worthwhile to mention in closing that Professor Ferrar recently suggested the setting of linear algebraic groups as conceivably being the really appropriate framework for dealing with generic splitting fields.
Preliminaries.
Let k be a field of arbitrary characteristic. All vector spaces, algebras etc., with the possible exception of field extensions, are tacitly assumed to be finite-dimensional. Tensor products which do not specify the base ring are always to be taken over k. Scalar extensions will frequently be indicated by subscripts, e.g., Vi, for a vector space V over k and a field extension l/k, means the same as V ® I. Whenever invertibility makes sense in a structure A, the set of invertible elements in A is denoted by Ax. Given a quadratic mapping Q: V -► W between vector spaces V,W, we invariably write (v,v') t-> Q(v,v') for its bilinearization, so
Extensive use will be made of the theory of Jordan pairs, the basic reference being Loos [14] , whose terminology we adopt throughout, mostly without further explanation.
Just recall the definition of a Jordan pair over k as a pair of kvector spaces Ve, e -±, together with a pair of quadratic mappings Qf: Ve -► Homk(V~£,Ve) such that, dropping superscripts whenever there is no danger of confusion and writing {uvw} = D(u,v)w = Q(u,w)v for u, w E Ve, v GV~e, the following relations hold under all scalar extensions.
Throughout this paper we fix a Jordan pair "V over k which is absolutely simple in the sense that it stays simple in every base field extension. In addition to the material of [14] , we also require a few results from [19] . Writing "Vij(X) (i,j € Z) for the Peirce components of "V relative to an orthogonal system X of idempotents, we deduce from the Main Theorem, combined with its first corollary and Proposition 2 in [19] , the following result.
CONJUGACY THEOREM 1.1. Let X = (ci,...,cr) and Y = (ei,...,ea) be frames in "V. Then r = s, and there exists an inner automorphism hof~\) satisfying hVü(X) = Va{Y) for all i = 1,..., r. . Given two maximal idempotents e,e' of~\J, the subpairs V2(e) and ~V2(e1) are conjugate under the inner automorphism group. LEMMA 1.3 [19, Lemma 4] . Let X,Y be orthogonal systems of idempotents of the same length in "V and h an automorphism satisfying KVn(X) = Mu(Y) for all i. Then hMij(X) = %(F) for all i,j. D
We further require a number of standard results from algebraic geometry. To stress the elementary character of our approach, we adopt the classical point of view, due to Weil, and choose, once and for all, a huge universal domain 0 which is an algebraically closed extension field of k of infinite transcendence degree. When it comes to rationality questions, our basic reference will be the introductory chapter of Borel [2] . Recall that a field extension K/k is said to be regular in case it is separable and k is algebraically closed in K. If this is so, and L/k is any field extension, the free composite of K, L (over k) is written as K ■ L (and defined to be the quotient field of K ® L). Natural examples of regular field extensions arise as rational function fields of /c-varieties. More precisely, we record the following well-known facts. PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X be an irreducible algebraic variety defined over k and write k(X) for the field of rational functions on X defined over k [2, AG (12.1)].
Then
(a) k(X)/k is a regular field extension. Moreover, if we are given any field extension l/k, then l(X), the field of rational functions on X defined over I, is l-isomorphic to the free composite k(X) ■ I. Finally, we make use of the elementary theory of places. Here our basic reference, including matters of notation, is Bourbaki [3] . Accordingly, given field extensions K/k, L/k, we obtain sets Ä"~,L~ by adjoining an additional symbol oo to K,L, respectively, and so a fc-place (or a place over k) from K to L is the map K~ -+ Lẽ njoying the usual properties, being, in particular, the identity on k. In addition, the following lemma will be useful [5, Lemma 2] . LEMMA 1.5. Let k(Xx,... ,Xn) be the rational function field in n indeterminants Xx,... ,Xn, l/k a field extension and ax,...,an e I. Then there exists a k-place p: k(Xx,..., Xn)~ -> Z~ satisfying p(X¿) = a¿ for I < i < n. D 2. Reducing fields and places. Returning to the absolutely simple Jordan pair "V over k fixed in §1, an idempotent c of "V is said to be reduced in case it is nonzero and satisfies "V2(c)£ = kce for e = ±. We say "V itself is reduced if it contains at least one reduced idempotent. Thanks to the Conjugacy Theorem 1.1, this implies that all local idempotents in "V are reduced. The concept of a reduced Jordan pair naturally relates to elements of rank one, the rank of u G "V£ being defined as the rank of the linear operator Q(u): M~£ -> Ve. By General Abstract Nonsense, a generic reducing field, assuming it exists, is unique up to equivalence, where two extension fields of fc are said to be equivalent in case there are fc-places in both directions. However, a generic reducing field is, of course, not unique up to fc-isomorphism. In fact, we shall presently exhibit two elementary procedures yielding new generic reducing fields out of old ones. To begin with, let e be a nontrivial idempotent of "V. Then standard arguments from the theory of Jordan pairs show that W = "V2(e) makes up an absolutely simple subpair of "V and W2(c) = ~V2(c) for every idempotent c in W. Hence PROPOSITION 2.4. Let e be a nonzero idempotent in "V. Then "V and ~\)2(e) have the same (generic) reducing fields. D Subsequently we shall construct "functions" assigning to each "V a generic reducing field K("V). Passing to ~V2(e) as above, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that K("V2(e)) is another generic reducing field of "V which, in general, does not agree with KÇV). The second procedure may be found in the next proposition. PROPOSITION 2.5. Let K/k, L/K be field extensions and suppose L/K is purely transcendental and finitely generated. Then K/k is a generic reducing field of "V if and only if L/k is a generic reducing field of "V.
PROOF. The canonical imbedding K •-* L determines a fc-place from K to L, and Lemma 1.5 produces one in the reverse direction. Hence the field extensions K/k and L/k are equivalent, and the assertion follows. D
In dealing with generic reducing fields, Proposition 2.4 allows us to shrink "V to ~V2(e), for some idempotent e of "V (a maximal one, for example), hence to assume if necessary that "V contains invertible elements. Then "V has the form "V = (J,J), where J is an absolutely simple Jordan algebra over fc, "V+ = "V~ = J and Q+ = Q~ is the ordinary [/-operator on J. Thus it seems that we just as well could have placed the entire set-up into the somewhat more elementary framework of Jordan algebras rather than that of Jordan pairs. However, as already becomes apparent from the proofs of our preceding results, most notably of Proposition 2.2, and will also follow from the subsequent development, it is the latter point of view as opposed to the former which is best suited for the problems which concern us here. EXAMPLE 2.6. Let A be a central simple associative algebra over fc. Setting M+ = "\)~ -A, and defining a quadratic mapping Q = Q+ = Q~ from A to Endfc(A) by Q(u)v = uvu for u, v G A, we obtain an absolutely simple Jordan pair over fc, written as "V = ~V(A) and called the Jordan pair associated with A. Clearly, "V is reduced if and only if A is split. Hence the (generic) reducing fields of V are the same as the (generic) splitting fields of A. Thus Proposition 2.2 implies the well-known fact that the property of being a splitting field of A is preserved under places over fc. Its proof, however, in particular when restricted to the special case considered here, is much more straightforward than the ones given in [1, 23, 25] . Now suppose m is a positive integer and put "vm = "V(Mm(A)), the Jordan pair associated with the algebra Mm(A) of m x m matrices having entries in A. Then there is an obvious way of choosing an idempotent e in ~Vm satisfying "Vm2(e) = V, and Proposition 2.4 implies the trivial fact that the (generic) splitting fields of A and Mm(A) agree. Starting from a single generic splitting field of A, this elementary procedure, phrasable in Jordan terms, yields a whole series of these, which has first been considered by Roquette [23] . □ EXAMPLE 2.7. Let V be a vector space over fc of dimension > 2 and q: V -> fc a quadratic form which is absolutely nondegenerate in the sense that in every base field extension the condition q(v) = q(v, w) -0 for all w implies v = 0. Setting V+ = "V-= V, and defining a quadratic mapping Q -Q+ = Q~ from V to Endfc(V) by Q(v)w -q(v,w)v -q(v)w for v, w G V, we obtain an absolutely simple Jordan pair over fc, written as "V -~V(q) and called the Jordan pair associated with q. It is well known and not hard to see that V is reduced if and only if the quadratic form q is isotropic. Hence the (generic) reducing fields of "V are the same as the (generic) zero fields of q in the sense of Knebusch [11] , where a field extension K/k is defined to be a zero field of q in case the scalar extension of g to if becomes isotropic. Thus Proposition 2.2 tells us that the property of being a zero field of q is preserved under places over fc. This is a well-known fact and also quite easy to prove directly. For a substantial generalization of this in characteristic ^ 2, see [11, Proposition 3.1] . D 3. The projective field of a Jordan pair. In this section, we wish to construct a generic reducing field of ~\J which is closely related to elements of rank one. We write T for the generic trace of "V (so T: "V+ x "V~ -> fc is a bilinear form which may be degenerate in characteristic two). Note that, thanks to the relations (3.1)
T({uvw}, x) = T(w, {vux}),
for u,w G "V+, v,x £V~ [14, 16.8, 16.12] , the Peirce components of "V relative to an idempotent e are T-orthogonal (so T("V¿(e)+, Vj(e)_) = 0 for integers i ^ j), and that T restricted to ~V2(e) yields the generic trace of ~V2(e) [18, Lemma 6(b)]. The following elementary observation will be useful.
LEMMA 3.1. (a) An element u G "V+ has rank one if and only if u ^ 0 and Q(u)v -T(u, v)u for allvG "V~.
(b) Let e be an idempotent of "V and suppose u £~\J+ has rank at most one in V. Then u2, the Peirce-2-component of u relative to e, has rank at most one in ~V2(e).
(c) Suppose "V contains invertible elements. Then to each u G "V+ there exists an invertible element y G ~V~ satisfying Q(u)y = u.
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1(a), we may complete u to an idempotent c = (c+,c~), c+ -u, of "V which is reduced in case u has rank one.
(a) The condition is clearly sufficient. Conversely, let u be of rank one and choose c as above. Then the Peirce-2-component of v G "V~ relative to c has the form ac~, for some a G fc, and taking traces yields a -T(c+,v).
Hence
(b) It is straightforward to check Q(u2)v = T(u2,v)u2 for v G V2(e)~, so (a) applies. (By the way, the rank of u2 in "V2(e) obviously agrees with its rank in "V.) (c) With c as above, we choose a frame (ci,... ,cr) of ~V2(c) and extend it to a frame (ci,... ,cg) (s > r) of "V. Then e = X^¿=i ci 1S a maximal idempotent, so Proposition 1.2 implies "V = ~Vi(e), and ~Vo(c) = ~V2(Yli>r ci) contains invertible elements. Choosing yo G ~Vo(c)~ invertible, it then suffices to put y -c~ + yo-□ For charfc ^ 2, Lemma 3.1(c) is due to Helwig-Hirzebruch [6, Satz 2]. Now, given a vector space V over fc, we write Pfc(V) for the projective space P(Vn), viewed canonically as an algebriac variety defined over fc. where n -(r)+,r]~). Since every rank one element extends to a reduced idempotent (Lemma 2.1(a)), and every reduced idempotent extends to a frame, we obtain an induced action of G on X which, by the Conjugacy Theorem 1.1, is transitive, hence forces X to be irreducible. Writing fcs for the separable closure of fc in fi, we now contend that X has fcs-rational points. Indeed, if c is a division idempotent of ~V' = ffca and d denotes the degree of ~V2(c), then ~V2(c) is the Jordan pair of a separable Jordan division algebra of degree d over ks. The latter must contain a separable (maximal) subfield of degree d, which forces d -1, hence that V is reduced. Therefore X does indeed contain fc"-rational points and, transitively being acted upon by G, must be defined over ks [2, AG (14.5) PROOF. Standard facts about rational function fields of algebraic varieties (cf. Proposition 1.4) combined with Lemma 2.1(b) ensure that projfe("V)/fc is a reducing field of "V satisfying (a), (b). By Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 2.2, the remaining assertions of the theorem will follow as soon as we have shown that, if "V is reduced, projfc("V) is purely transcendental over fc. This in turn is a consequence of our next result when specialized to a reduced idempotent e. THEOREM 3.5. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of "v. Then projfe("V) is a purely transcendental extension o/projfcCV2(e)).
The proof of this rests on two technicalities, the first one being a rather tedious exercise in Peirce decomposition. LEMMA 3.6. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of V and c a reduced idempotent of IMe). Then, given elements u¿ G "V¿(e)+ for i = 0,1, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) u = c+ + ui + uo has rank one.
(ii) ui G "Vi(e)+ n "Vi(c)+ and u0 = Q(ux)c~.
PROOF. (i)=^(ii)
. Clearly, T(u,c~) = I and hence, by Lemma 3.1(a), Q(u)c~ -u. Expanding the left-hand side and comparing Peirce components relative to e yields (ii).
(ii)=>-(i). This is more troublesome. We recall from [14, JP 1, 12] V2(e) = Vu + Vu + "fe, V,(e) = V0i + %2, V0(e) = V00.
Since uo G "Vno and, by hypothesis, ux G "VqÍ, we may write un = lino, Ui = «oi-By linearity, we must show
To this end, we expand the left-hand side to obtain Before turning to the second technicality, we have to introduce some notation. As usual, given a positive integer n, we write A£ for affine n-space fin, viewed canonically as an algebraic variety defined over fc. Also, if X denotes a frame in T = "Vn, the Conjugacy Theorem 1.1 combined with Lemma 1.3 shows that the dimension of ^i2(X)+ (resp. T^oi(-^)+) d°es not depend on X and, incidentally, will be zero in case "V has degree one (resp. contains invertible elements). Hence we are allowed to call it the coordinate (resp. singular) dimension of T. Observe now that Theorem 3.4 rests entirely on Theorem 3.5, which in turn will obviously follow as soon as we have established the following lemma. LEMMA 3.7. Let e be a nonzero idempotent o/"V. Then, writing d (resp. d') for the degree of "V (resp. of M2(e)) and r (resp. s) for the coordinate (resp. singular) dimension of "Va, the algebraic varieties Step 2) has rank m.
Step 5. We put t -(d' -I)m and denote by Gt(W) the Grassmannian of tdimensional subspaces of W, viewed canonically as a projective algebraic variety defined over fc. By D Replacing fc by its algebraic closure in Lemma 3.7, we may specialize e to a reduced idempotent of "V, whence d! = 1 and Projfc("V2(e)) collapses to a point. Thus we obtain the following corollary. A construction of generic splitting fields for associative algebras making use of the generic norm has been given by Heuser [7] , Kovacs [13] and Saltman [25] . We wish to pursue this approach here in the Jordan setting and, to this end, require a few préliminaires about Jordan algebras. Accordingly, let J be a unital Jordan algebra over fc, with [/-operator (v,w) t-> Uvw. The inversion map, j, of J sending v to V1 whenever this makes sense is a birational transformation on Jq defined over fc whose exact denominator, N, normalized to N(I) = 1, is the generic norm and whose corresponding numerator, #: J -» J, v t-► u#, is the adjoint of J. Note that iV is a homogeneous polynomial function whose degree, d, by definition is the degree of J. Letting T stand for the generic trace of J (defined, up to a sign, as the second logarithmic derivative of N at 1: T --(D2 log iV)i), we record the following well-known formulae [9, 16, 27] : We are now ready to return to our absolutely simple Jordan pair ~\). Given a maximal idempotent e of "V, there exists a(n absolutely simple) Jordan algebra J over fc, whose isotopy class, by Proposition 1.2, only depends on "V, such that "\J2(e) = (J,J). Keeping our previous notation, we now obtain PROPOSITION 4.4. Let e be a maximal idempotent "V and J a Jordan algebra over k satisfying "V2(e) = (J,J).
Then the collection of singular elements in Jq, i.e., Norfc(V) = {[t;]ePfc(J): N(v)=0}, makes up an irreducible algebraic hypersurface in Pfc( J) defined over k which up to k-isomorphism only depends on "V and is called the generic norm surface ofV.
PROOF. All this follows trivially from what has been said before and the property of N to be an absolutely irreducible polynomial function, which is a well-known fact, being implied, for example, by the absolute irreducibility of the generic norm of the Jordan pair M2(e) [14, 17.3] . G DEFINITION 4.5 The field of rational functions defined over fc of Norfc("V) is denoted by norfc("V) and called the generic norm field of "V.
THEOREM 4.6. For any maximal idempotent e of~V, the generic norm field of "V is purely transcendental over the projective field of~\)2(e). In particular, nork(~V)/k is a generic reducing field of "V.
PROOF. The second assertion immediately follows from Theorem 3.4 combined with Proposition 2.5. As to the first, there is no harm in assuming that "V itself contains invertible elements and so has the form "V = (J,J), for some absolutely simple Jordan algebra J over fc. By passing to an appropriate isotope if necessary, we may further assume that J -Jq contains a reduced idempotent, say Co-Then, We omit the details.
Examples.
In this section, we wish to identify the generic reducing fields introduced before, as well as their associated algebraic varieties, for the standard examples of absolutely simple Jordan pairs. In view of Proposition 2.4, we may confine ourselves to Jordan pairs with invertible elements, having the form (J, J) for some unital Jordan algebra J. As a matter of notation, we do not always distinguish carefully between J and (J, J); for example, we write Projfc(J) rather than Projfc( J, J) and call this the projective variety of J. EXAMPLE 5.1 Let V be a vector space of dimension n > 2 over fc, q: V -* k an absolutely nondegenerate quadratic form and "V = V(q) (cf. Example 2.7). Then it is easily checked that a nonzero element of V has rank one if and only if it is isotropic relative to q. On the other hand, if we choose an anisotropic vector e+ EV and put e~ -q(e+)~le+, then e = (e+ ,e~) is a maximal idempotent, and the rule (v,w) -» (v,q(e+)w) determines an isomorphism from "V = ^(e) onto the Jordan pair (J, J), where J is the Jordan algebra of the quadratic form (V,q(e+)~1q,e+) with base point and w i-► w stands for the canonical involution of J. Hence, as <j(e+)_1<7 is the generic norm of J, Projfc( V) = Norfe( "V), prqjfc( V) = norfc(V), and the latter is nothing else than the generic zero field fc(ç)o of q constructed by Knebusch [11, p. 71 and Theorem 3.3] . Also dimProjfc("V) = n -2. G License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use EXAMPLE 5.2. Let A be a central simple associative algebra of degree d and dimension d2 over fc. We write "V = ~V(A) for the associated Jordan pair (cf. Example 2.6) and A+ for the associated Jordan algebra, so "V = (A+,A+). Clearly, Norfc ( A+ ) = Norfc (A), norfc ( A+ ) = norfc (A), i.e., the generic norm surface (field) of A+ agrees with the analogous object attached to A, which has been studied by Heuser [7] and, in the affine setting, by Kovacs [13] and Saltman [25] . We now wish to clarify the relation between the projective field of M and the generic splitting field of A constructed by Amitsur [1] . For want of a convenient reference, let us briefly indicate an ad hoc treatment of the latter's relationship to Brauer-Severi varieties.
Recall [26, X, §6, p . 168] that a fc-variety X is said to be Brauer-Severi in case there exists a separable algebraic field extension l/k such that X becomes i-isomorphic to full projective space. Now, arguing pretty much the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, for example, the set Brk(A) of minimal left ideals in An is easily seen to be an irreducible subvariety over fc of the Grassmannian of d-dimensional subspaces of An-If A is split and so identifies with M<¿(fc), the map PROOF. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 4.6. G Next we turn to pairs (A, *) where A is a simple associative fc-algebra, * is a fc-involution on A and (A, *) is central in the sense that the set of elements in I, the center of A, fixed under * agrees with fc. Consider the Jordan pair associated with the Jordan algebra H(A, *) of *-symmetric elements of A. The case when * is an involution of the second kind is not particulary interesting here since this implies that l/k is a separable quadratic extension and, by Theorem 3.4, projfc(H(A,*)) ® I = proj;(A+), the latter field being explicitly related to the Brauer field of A by is easily seen to be a fc-isomorphism, with inverse sending / G Brk(A) to 1*1. G EXAMPLE 5.7 Let (A,*) be a central simple associative fc-algebra of degree d with involution of the first kind and of symplectic type. Then d is even. Rather than looking at H(A, *), we prefer to look at H'(A, *), the outer ideal of H(A, *) generated by 1, which agrees with H(A, *) for char fc ^ 2. Again by standard results from Jordan theory, the (generic) reducing fields of H'(A, *) are the same as the (generic) ^-splitting fields of A in the sense of Jacobson [8] , i.e., the field extensions K/k with Ak having Schur index at most 2. Hence from our previous results we recover [8, 4. Then J has dimension 27, hence dimNor^J) = 25. Also, Corollary 3.8 yields
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use dimProjfc(J) = 16. Projfc(J) is, of course, nothing else than the classical octonion plane studied by many authors from various points of view. The reader is referred to Faulkner [4] for a brief summary of the historical development. The field extensions norfc(J)/fc and projfc(J)/fc, by Theorems 3.4 and 4.6, are clearly irrelevant if J is reduced. On the other hand, in the general situation, a proper understanding of them may conceivably be linked to the isomorphism problem for division algebras, which is still in a rather unsatisfactory state at present (see [20, 22] ). G
6. An application to exceptional Jordan division algebras. Professor J. C. Ferrar has raised the question as to whether two nonisomorphic central exceptional Jordan division algebras over fc can be distinguished from one another by finding an extension field which splits (resp. reduces) one without splitting (resp. reducing) the other. In spite of the fact that the analogous problem on the level of composition algebras has been settled affirmatively by Ferrar himself [4, Theorem 2], we shall now give a negative answer to this question. In order to do so, we briefly describe the first Tits construction of exceptional simple Jordan algebras. Let A be a central simple associative algebra of degree 3 over fc and A G fcx. Then the generic norm N, the adjoint # and the generic trace T of A, which agree with the corresponding notions in the associated Jordan algebra A+ (see §4 hence [17, Theorem 4] shows that J(D, n) and J(Dop, ir) cannot be isomorphic. G
